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  Dates 

Current Name of Journal Advances in Nursing Science 1978-present 

Other Names of Journal It has been indexed in some places as ANS: 
Advances in Nursing Science 

 

Year Publication Began 1978  

Any gaps in publication? (if 
yes, describe) 

No, but when the publisher changed from Aspen 
to LWW in 2002, Lippincott adjusted the Volume 
and issue numbers to span a calendar year. The 
first issue was published in September, 1978, so 
Aspen assigned that issue as Volume 1, No.1.  
Thereafter, Vol 1 appeared in September.  2002 
was the last year when two volumes appeared in 
the same year: Volume 24 issues 3 and 4 
appeared in March and June 2002, and Volume 
25 issues 1 and 2 appeared in September and 
December 2002.  Then starting in 2003, all four 
issues of Vol. 26 appeared in March, June, Sept 
and December.  This seems inconsequential now, 
but at the time it was very confusing, and still 
results in an occasional search for the “missing” 
issues of Volume 25! 

2002 

Year Publication Ceased   

Current Editor Peggy L Chinn 1978-present 

Founding Editor    “     “ 

Other Editors None, although Mona Shattell was appointed as 
Associate Editor in 2012 

 

Current Publisher Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins 2002 - present 

Other Publishers Aspen Publishers 1978 - 2002 

Current Frequency of 
Publication 

4 times a year  

Past Frequency of Publication same  

Affiliation with a Society or 
Professional Organization 

none  

Mission Statement The primary purposes of Advances in Nursing Science (ANS) are to 
contribute to the development of nursing science and to promote the 
application of emerging theories and research findings to practice. 
Articles deal with any of the processes of science, including research, 
theory development, concept analysis, practical application of research 
and theory, and investigation of the values and ethics that influence 
the practice and research endeavors of nursing sciences. 

http://nursingeditorshistory.com/contact-us/


Journal Website http://journals.lww.com/advancesinnursingscience/pages/default.aspx 

History of the Journal ANS emerged from my realization, in 1977, that there were too few 
scholarly journals in nursing, and most of the ones existing at the time 
had started to focus exclusively on empirical, data-based research.  I 
believed then, as now, that there was a need for a much broader range 
of scholarship in nursing that addressed the full range of activities that 
contribute to the knowledge of the discipline – philosophy (including 
ethics), theory, and conceptual models.  I went to the NLN convention 
in 1977 determined to talk with publishers who might be interested in 
starting such a journal.  Most of the folks I spoke with had also spoken 
with Harriet Worley, who was looking to start a research journal that 
would uphold the strictest standards of rigor for empirical research!  
As a result of these discussions, Harriet founded “Research in Nursing 
and Health,” (I believe with FA Davis) and I founded ANS with Aspen 
Publishers.  A couple of other publishers expressed interest, but their 
interest waned when they examined the potential market for such a 
journal.  Wally Hood, however, who was the acquisitions editor for 
Aspen, was very excited about the concept I presented to him.  He had 
been the Acquisitions Editor for Mosby a few years prior, and we had 
worked together to publish my first textbook: “Child Health 
Maintenance.”  Wally had an intense dedication to nursing, and the 
wholistic ideals that he saw nursing as bringing to health care.  He had 
a keen understanding of the publishing world, and enthusiastically 
jumped in to developing the conceptual basis on which ANS was 
founded.  He chose the name of the journal as one that would start 
with “A” and that could be known by initials that would stand out in 
people’s memory!  He designed the cover of the journal, which now 
has become a “brand” of the journal.  The format of topical issues was 
a feature that Aspen, at the time, was building in to all of their journals 
– in part in an attempt to build a potential sales market for single 
issues of the journal that could be used very much like a textbook 
might be used.  That particular idea did not materialize, but the issue 
topic feature did become a feature that has served the journal well in 
terms of calling forth the kinds of scholarship that we have sought – 
articles that challenge the status quo and that cover the broad range of 
scholarly endeavors that are required for a practice discipline.   
 
Prior to 2003, ANS did not have a formal Advisory Board; rather, I 
worked very closely with many of the dedicated scholars who served 
as reviewers and who provided guidance for the journal.  In 2002, 
Lippincott paved the way for the establishment of a formal Advisory 
Board, the members of which include several scholars who have 
supported the journal from the beginning, and all of whom provide 
valuable guidance for the direction of the journal.  And in 2012, Mona 
Shattell was appointed as Associate Editor, working closely with me in 
an advisory capacity for editorial decisions.  At the time of this 
account, we are exploring the possibility of moving away from a strict 
adherence to the issue topics and are beginning to call for, and publish 



“ANS General Topic” articles that are consistent with the general 
purposes of the journal.   
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